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EDITOR’S NOTE 

 

 
 
Dear Readers and Contributors, 
 
 

............like a blinding light 
emerged a victor of a fight 
tentatively peeping 
sheepishly seeping 
the thought to bind 
fleeting thoughts of mind 
wrapped in words tight 
waiting for a release flight 
presented to you at one place 
challenging you to keep pace 
each one is a bomb ticking 
set off by the conscious engaging 
the eye channelizes this purge 
inundated by the surge 
of thoughts liberating 
and hearts resonating................. 

 

 

Happy Reading! 

 

-Dr. Mrudula Lakkaraju 
  Founding Editor 
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My Dear Rain 
D. Ambika 

 

 

 

 

Oh Rain! Oh Rain! 
You come, my Sweetest! 
You don’t have colour 
You don’t have religion 
You don’t expect 
You don’t kill anyone 
You touch everyone 
You like everyone 
You don’t have difference 
You don’t have feelings 
You and my mother are the same 
You give everything 
You give life to many 
Oh Rain! Oh Rain! 
You come, my Sweetest! 
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Unscheduled Break 
         Dr. Anjuli Jain 

 
There was pin-drop silence in the class 
The teacher was teaching 'Momentum and Mass' 
The door creaked and opened a bit 
Someone peeped in through the slit. 
 
The teacher stopped teaching, 
Moved towards the one peeping; 
Students also diverted their attention 
From momentum to the source of distraction. 
 
In that comma like pause, 
The class was in total chaos; 
Attentive remained engrossed 
In what was being taught; 
 
Absent-minded were still lost  
In some other thoughts; 
Queries and questions troubled some' 
So they waited for the teacher to return..  
 
The exhausted ones took a deep long breath; 
The lethargic yawned, mouths longitudinally stretched; 
The stressed stretched out their arms and legs; 
The sleepy put their heads down on their desks. 
 
Slowly, slowly whispers wafted in the air 
That soon intensified into a blare, 
But what was being discussed 
Could not be clearly discerned. 
 
The swift put their books back in their bags 
As it was time for them to relax 
Nature- lovers looked out through the window 
Game-lovers started playing Tic-tac-toe. 
 
The naughty crushed bits of paper into balls, 
Picked up the tit-bits of strewn chalks, 
Folded sheets of paper into airplanes 
Aimed at the most sincere and charming dames. 
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While singers hummed a popular beat 
Musicians tapped their fingers and feet  
In toto it was like a wild orchestra 
Playing berserk beats etcetera, etcetera. 
 
The scribblers scribbled, the artists sketched; 
Some finished their unfinished projects; 
The nervous prepared for the test next, 
Students displayed their leisure time best. 
 
Monitor took to maintaining discipline, 
Banged the duster amidst the awful din, 
Threatened and warned 
But failed to secure the desired response.  
 
Teacher-fearing kept track 
Of the teacher at the door; 
Matured ones basked in the pranks 
Played by the carefree and immature. 
 
In the fish-market, the teacher returned 
Students suddenly became seasoned 
And consolidated their position  
The teacher resumed 'Momentum'. 
 
These unannounced, unscheduled breaks 
Give abundant joy, abundant fun 
Than the regular humdrum breaks 
And so, they are always welcome. 
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Obligation to My Companion 

M. Balamurugan 
 
 
 

 
 
I am your friend, 
I think you’ll be till my end. 
This is my loveable order, 
I know you may not disorder. 
It is not difficult to bear, 
And I want you to just hear. That is,  
Hard work for our ambition, 
 And get success like a champion. 
Suit a correct Suitor, 
And wear him as your dear. 
 
 
Be a respectful and an honorable spouse, 
And make a happy Home instead of a house.  
And finally, 
Do the right things without any fear. 
Enjoy all your sweetest days and years with your dear. 
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Lacma  

Debashish Banerji 
 

We sit in a suspended cage 
surrounded by bandaged and numbered forms 
cured cadavers of the past:  
only instead of the macabre 
flashes of beauty escape in scintillations 
exotic fragrances and memories instead of formaldehyde. 
your soft and disinterested 
distant eyes in a breathing body  
question my subjectivity  
with some compassion some sadness. 

peeling the feeling I read that language 
compassion is yours for me and more 
akin to the fractured golden 
silences waiting timelessly around us.  
but sadness not for me not for you 
sadness of surfaces that refuse restitution 
hurtling headlong in a time of terrible ambiguity 
sadness of the incomprehensible 
of words that crumble and dissipate 
engendering looming monsters where once was beauty 
like a pungent tea the savor of irony rises. 

a century ago some silent men had walked through rubble 
carefully with tender hands 
a landscape sorted and pieced together from ruins 
developed a language of preservation and reconstruction 
transformed much maligned monsters into gods 
made proud victors bow their heads  
left the intuition of a global consciousness 
no sphere, super mind or world of archetypes 
touching down on the summits of cosmopolitan mind. 
the white disaster of colonial racial violence 
almost they turned to a blessing, dreamt of making 
the universal terrestrial and material 
sowed the seed of a confederacy of nations  
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to embody the legacy of intersecting human histories 
cosmogenesis, christogenesis, anthropogenesis 
the restitution of the body of the sacrificed Person 
arising out of the human in the image of Viswarupa. 
but the hour of god departs 
time curls like a dog's tail back to the archaic 
the language of ownership like a resistant virus grows 
the encaged structure endlessly proliferates, 
the psychology of subject making, packaged desire 
the colonization of time, days and nights of Corporation 
the cosmos vanishing into information technology 
endlessly formatted and reformatted.  
the gods now shackled or dressed like cadavers  
serve a world Empire, histories carefully ordered 
in a Museum that structures the telos of Capital,  
the god making enterprise displaced to the eugenics factory 
the comfortable numbness of neo-liberal globalization, 
death-dealing hidden in the exhibitionary apparatus of Civilization's anodyne. 

but this is also the hour of the rise of the rest 
modernity's cracks yield the swarm populations 
identities narrowing and hardening to enumerable gestures 
the classficatory mechanism of western hegemony gone awry. 
the kamikaze return, the costumed traditions burn 
in protest or bare their fangs and burn whatever escapes 
comprehension. The gods return but hardly 
godlike, riding their chariots of hate and popular frenzy. 
the past returns, economic barbarism in a three-piece suit 
pitted against the barbarism of lying priesthood.  
the rhetoric of cultic blood-rites and suspicion 
at the swiftly multiplying altars of the first god, the last prophet or the one who 
died for our sake 
or the avatars without number oozing from the walls 
demanding adherents and ethnic cleansing 
in exchange for the Promised Land for the Chosen People 
Matter the contested interior and exterior. 
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you are Indian you say, and American 
you shuttle between two countries, two continents 
two time zones, two histories, two languages. 
To wear two semiotic coats and survive 
one must study construction I say. 
trailing clouds of history we come 
identity blurred at the interstices 
between subject and self like water I pass 
a spiritual anthropology opens its gates 
sedimented signatures, author, authority and authorization 
peeled apart, the wholesome brotherhood of clans 
the us/them laughter turns phantasmal,  
muffled like a distant explosion.  
between two alien descriptions i shuttle 
using one's instruments to sound the other 
cultivating a ear for the un-struck sound. 
we piece together the hybrid vocabulary 
prepare the subjective topography of the post-human 
in rhizomatic encounters we expand 
deconstruction is an act of love  
the other swells like yeast from within 
like east within west, west within east 
we secretly prepare the subjective topography 
of the confederacy of nations, the return of the gods 
recreating themselves perpetually like jazz. 
blessed are those who take a leap towards the future. 
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Magic lies in the baton 

Debjani Sanyal 
 
 
 
Uber–creative Annie once settled with Tanya 
to launch some blogger fundraising – 
To help live blog they flew to Ghana 
and found the Comic Relief praising. 
 
 
Then Annie, Penny and Tanya - the three 
started plotting in secrecy 
with the bloggers nodding their spree, 
invested talent in tale tell and imagery. 
 
 
Unique images of Comic Relief Projects 
were mailed to bloggers through Annie’s postcards and texts 
and linking up to Team Honk’s site – 
Twas 250 posts !!! 
one exceeding every Charity parent blogging campaign, right?! 
 
 
Team Honk was invited to Comic Relief headquarter 
to help plot ‘Sport Relief 2014’ chapter – 
And this makes the history of Team Honk Relay 
from Lands End to John O’Groats – the baton never delay. 
 
 
A circuitous route covering United Kingdom, 
200 bloggers raising Comic Relief Charity Fund. 
Powered by foot, cycle, train and raft – 
some wear their best T shirt, some wear daft. 
 
 
Lowly or mighty as the role may seem, 
it’s still an important cog in a big machine. 
Baton moves through England – across the border 
with multiple teams in multiple order. 
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Somewhere its cycling – somewhere driving  
and somewhere it requires skiing and climbing. 
The public can figure out the game and fun – 
raise funds for Comic Relief and the job is done. 
 
 
Once the amount hits the target, 
the money is spent on the poor and disadvantaged. 
Across the globe the same motto gail 
Sick n Poor should be cared never to ail. 
 
 
With this ends the Team Honk lay 
Massive thanks to trio and the fabulous relay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes  
 
Team Honk: Team Honk is the name of a social media phenomenon, driven by bloggers to raise fund and 

awareness for the Comic Relief Charity. Team Honk is a group of 200 bloggers all over the UK who are 
getting a baton, Mr B, from Land’s End to John O Groats. Covering 3000 miles to take in as many 
bloggers as possible, it takes 10 wks to cover the route. They do it by running, cycling, swimming, skating, 
scooting, pushing buggies with family & friends.  
 
Sport Relief: Sport Relief is a biennial charity event from Comic Relief, in association with BBC Sport, 

which brings together the worlds of sport and entertainment to raise money to help vulnerable people in 
both the UK and the world’s poorest countries. At the heart of the campaign is the “Sport Relief Mile”, 
which involves members of the public doing their bit for charity.  
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Three Prayers 
Dibyajyoti Sarma 

 

 

 

A Prayer for Revenge 

 

 
And, now, Parth, you denounce your victory and go to heaven —  
Heaven you’ll be granted, for you were on the side of dharma —  
Dharma you earned with blazes of fire and torrents of blood —  
Blood of your own kin and of mine, who had nothing to do with you —  
You, the warrior of our age, who did not give us a chance to fight —  
Fight, we do, now, for the land upturned to build your illusory palaces —   
Palaces, which you have so easily discarded like torn clothes —  
Clothes we are deprived of, as we crawl the uncharted landscape —  
Landscape which cannot shelter us, a people denied —  
 
 
And, I, Takshak, can offer you this cup of halahal and have my revenge 
Revenge, but I will not find, unlike you, from the undefended enemy 
Enemy, you are not anymore, Parth, without your Gandib, our curse — 
Curse we must carry with us till we spill the Kuru blood —  
Blood you say has been split enough, yes, the water now smells of blood —  
Blood they are of your kin; they went to heaven and you earned your dharma — 
Dharma, oh the brave one, was easy; you had powerful allies, and purpose —  
Purpose I too have, since the day you robbed me of my kingdom, my name, my 
dignity — 
Dignity, to feed a vengeful god, for what, a piece of land that did not belong to 
you — 
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A Prayer for Renunciation 

 

It’s time, dear Ananda, This is where I depart and 
Here is my last sermon, dear lad, let me go without 
Tears, without this cloud of loss that hangs above  
Your brows. Let me go, it’s time.  
 
Why do you grieve? Look at me, there’s nothing left, I  
Today, am a dry leaf, without a drop of water, ready  
To crumble into dust and mingle in the air, until I  
Return, if I have to. Let me go, it’s time. 
 
I strived these long years to escape this  
Cycle of illusions and I failed, dear lad, I did, the  
Day I longed for company, when you came to me, the 
Day I set out on this last journey. Let me go, it’s time. 
 
I couldn’t show you the kingdom of my son, whom  
I’d have liked to see again, to apologize for not being the father  
I ought to have been, perhaps to say, son, I did try and  
I do not know what I have achieved. Let me go, it’s time. 
 
I’ve given you everything I ever had, everything I learned, 
My Sangha and these poor Bhiskhus, who made my journeys a 
Wandering kingdom and now, this kingdom, and these my  
Words are all yours to do whatever you would. Let me go, it’s time. 
 
There’s nothing more I can tell you, I have no more  
Sermons, except this, perhaps, perhaps, you’d remember  
Me, after I’m gone, not as your teacher, but as a man who  
Strived, I did, and do not know what I achieved. Let me go, it’s time. 
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A Prayer for Memory  

 

I too dream, not like lovers, giddy, exhaustive daydreams 
Not like ambitious fathers, not like alley cats dreaming of 
Fried fish, not like highway truck drivers dreaming of beds 
I dream like rivers do, of things lost, irretrievable, I 
Dream of the past, a history of time incalculable 
These days, I mostly dream of dead turtles and crocodiles… 
Not the future, which is foretold, the end will arrive, I dream of 
The past that glitters like thousand stars on a summer 
Night, the past that did not die, my past and yours, and  
His with matted hair, his with peacock feathers, his  
With the shaven head, his with the sacred thread, and his sons and  
Grandsons... The past of kings and killers… and of Bhagirath’s… 
Like a rag that cleans the floor, which was once my glittering attire  
Woven in water, the past is lost, I’m what is forgotten, like the  
Beggar woman who once had a home, which I cannot forget, my  
Abode beyond the stars, his hairy embrace among the glaciers, the palaces of  
Silver and mud, and I’m set free to roam the earth, to collect shards of 
Broken memories, to count specks of ashes of flesh and bone… 
I dream like mothers do, of her offspring’s future, I forget my dream  
And dream yours, I weep at your demise as I will for generations  
After you, like a patient mother I make you forget and I remember, I’m  
The despair that gives you hope, I’m the mother of dead things, of  
Filth, I’m the mother of this very existence, these lines, dry ink, I’m the  
Mother of drown babies, suicidal virgins, fallen soldiers, lustful widows, I’m  
The mother of decrepit bodies, mango barks, sandalwood, of 
Dirt, of fire and the rising sun, I’m the mother of everything 
That decays, of boats and roots, of rain and the waning moon.  
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A Prayer for Revenge 
The story of ‘Jaya’ begins and ends with the story of Takshak the Serpent Prince, who ironically survives 
both the genocides that bookends this tale of dharma. This poem re-imagines Takshak, now perhaps an old 
man, still seeking his revenge for the fiery blaze of Khandab, which was his home before Krishn and 
Arjun decided to help Agni the God of Fire devour it, along with all his kinsmen, meeting the Pandu 
siblings and their wife on the way to the Meru Mountains for the Last Journey. There’s a tinge of 
jealousy here; his enemies have completed their task and are now ready to depart whereas he still awaits 
his moment of vengeance. It will arrive soon, with the death of Pandu scion Parikshit, to disastrous 
consequences, ending in the Snake Sacrifice yajna, where the sage would narrate King Janmejaya this tale 
of Jaya the victory. 
 
 

A Prayer for Renunciation 
After he attains his enlightenment and acquires a sizeable number of followers, Gautam the Buddha 
travels the length and breathe of the Ganga Valley cities for years. Finally, he decides to travelled north, 
towards the kingdom which was once his, followed by his trusted disciple, Ananda, and others. On the 
way, in Kushinagar, Gautam, now an old man in his eighties, falls ill. As he realizes his end, he gives his 
last sermon, asking his followers if they have any more questions to ask him. When none does, Gautam 
tells Ananda that the latter must now take over and do what he thinks best. And, these are his last words: 
“All competent things in this world are changeable. They are not lasting. Work hard to gain your own 
salvation.” 
 

A Prayer for Memory  
Ganga, the most scared of rivers, is imagined as a goddess seated on a turtle or a crocodile. She is said to 

have descended on Mrityulok, the Land of the Mortals, to free the ancestors of Prince Bhagirath. In the 

process, she was trapped in the hair-bun of Lord Shiva. She had to abandon her love for Mahadev to 

fulfill her destiny, the same way she had to drown her children and leave her mortal husband King 

Shantanu. Yet, she is destined to remain earth-bound until the end of time, until everything is over and 

the world ceases to spin. 
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Signature Walk 
Dr. Divya Joshi 

 
 
 
 
Strutting before flashing cameras  
Amidst applauds,  
Observed and exposed to gaze. 
 
Your identity is a game 
a theatrical performance 
Where observers see without being seen. 
 
How? 
don’t be rigid  and radical 
sway and move curves seductively 
be  less flamboyant 
learn how your body shapes.   
  
Self-doubt can be damaging  
and there's nothing prettier than woman  with confidence. 
 
Why? 
Conditioned that u represent 
Unrealized sexualized images. 
Capturing the essence of the clothes you're wearing 
 with the expression on your face. 
 
They all will judge your  
cosmopolitan Identity 
made and marked by  
your signature walk today  
 
And….. 
Reconstruct an image  
Image of entertainment, of consumerism? 
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An Epiphany 

Dr. Gulfishaan Habeeb 
 

 
 
 
 

Staring into the jaws of Sleep in the prime of life 
Writhing in pain with wounds that remain invisible _ 
A state of mind that none can feel _ 
 
Reeling under pressure that threatens to stifle your nerves _ 
Suffocating as you breathe in 
The bitterness of life 
 
Yearning to break free 
From the clutches of the 
Soul-Eater as I do too. 
 
Hoping as I 
Do too that tomorrow will usher in  
A new ray of hope _ 
 
Until then, 
In the midst of evil we continue  
To hold on to good 
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Gratitude 
Hiltrude Eve 

 
 
Manifestation of happiness 
In joyous sway 
Trees praise God in its dangle, 
Chirping and singing 
Birds display delight. 
 
Whining tiny wasp 
With its harmony 
Credits the Creator. 
Sky in its shining stars 
Whisper mercy. 
 
Rising sun pays reverence 
Morning dew bows 
Sand salutes Him 
Blossom flowers speak 
Grace with gladness. 
 
Everything around man 
Proclaim gratitude in action. 

Doubt arises why does man 
Murmur for sorrows, failures? 
Not counting the blessings. 
Is he one of the leper received miracle 
Forget to thank the healer of deadly sickness. 
 
Created in the image of omnipotent 
The creation forgets 
To show his gratitude to the designer 
But every inanimate thing around him 
Proclaim gratitude in action. 
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Cry of Dew 
 D. Jane Mercy 

 
 
 
 
Sweet aroma filled the space 
twitched my nostrils; 
Delicate elegance 
dressed in scarlet 
pulled my deep strings, 
Velvet complexion 
attracted my transparent mien  
smitten by  soft smiles 
swayed in profound passion, 
My expatriate feeling; 
 
To the earth I belong 
drew me to the earthly abode- in 
twilight condensed as droplets 
touched perfumed petals- whose  
fringes dissolved in darkness: 
 
Cozy hug, night’s cold breeze 
the lullaby of insects 
soon ended. 
 
Oh! Destined to Fate 
Forced to ethereal transparency 
as the golden sun blazed…           
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Prologue to the Caged Parrots 
Dr. Jitendra Kumar Mishra 

 

All living beings by birth are free to live on Earth, 
But since we had a breath are caged until the death. 
Chained are our bodies and caged are our souls, 
Chained we dream to live and die for the caged goals. 
The shackles of obligations: social, political and all, 
Have chained the entire race defying the big and small 
My father and his father and his father’s father great, 
Had all been caged sometime and have all loved with hate 
Invaders from Iran, Alexandria, Persia and more, 
Our fathers’ freedom caged and taught us sing through sore.    5 
 
The Nadir Shah in Delhi and the Taimur Lang in Gujarat, 
Had the sandal-pasters slain and dragged a bounteous booty fat. 
Some of their caged parrots mixed amongst our race, 
And our sandal-paster mothers bore the turban tied face. 
These the turbaned parrots multiplied the foreign seeds, 
Ate where they toiled but dreamt of original breeds. 
Chained within the cage they sang in doubled throats, 
One for the caged parrots and the other for the turbaned goats. 
The Goris and the Aibaks and the Lodhis and Sultans, 
They sang in cage for all the Tughlaqs, Mughals and Khans.    10 
 
The turbans and the sandals were no longer then apart, 
They intertwined with other as mingles the modern art. 
The spears of Marathas and the Punjabi parrots’ swords, 
Were all crushed to dust and the turbans ruled the lords. 
Some of our fathers were caged to sing in forts, 
Some sang bawds in harams while some other attended courts. 
I remember my father said, the Mughals had been kind, 
They laid shelter and food but only the free wind. 
Our forests, rivers and land they all began to rule, 
Slave in our homes they made we parrots mule.       15 
For living were we taxed and for dying tax was more, 
So living chained in cages we died the doubled score.  
Kissing the turbaned toes, we forgot where we came, 
And mistaking the cage for home, we showed pride for shame. 
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From the top of the Minaret and from the Sikri Fort and Red 
We sang chained and glad for had not we been been dead.  
All we feathery fowls did bow to them from cage, 
And obeyed the, what must order lest they should but rage. 
We the prattling parrots are slaves to them who feed, 
We read to them who save us and give a chilly seed.     20 
Chains we never love but cages we never hate, 
We feel honored to talk and our duty being imitate.  
Sanskrit of the sandalers was no longer in vogue, 
So we learnt to talk Arabic and hanged the antic rogue.  
No words of freedom nor no words of home, 
Since the Gurus were slain we never disobeyed the Dome.  
Life is dear to all which no one wants to lose, 
Then whoever rules no matter through whether rose or shoes. 
All the parrots of State swore loyalty to the throne, 
And the monarchs patroned the cages administering the minstrel’s tone.  25 
 
The Mughal emperor’s throne growing too old to endure, 
And the poor monarch’s weight weighing too low to lure. 
Some rays of hopes enclosed to fly free above the fields, 
Caring no one’s corns nor needing no one’s shields.  
But freedom to feathers green was un-writ in Lord’s laws, 
So came some kins of hawks with its ferocious fair claws.  
The fair hawk’s fair hands begged the king to lend some land 
The old king rolled the gold and the fool sold his hold.  
  
The old parrot here stopped to wet his throat, 
And the young with curious beaks shared a little oat.      30 
 
The old man their master was still snoring on the cot, 
Waiting letting the Sun down with his crying sighs hot.  
Looking around surround he again began his talk, 
And the curious parrots nine flung forth to flock. 
 
A Portuguese man called Vasco sailed to see the shores, 
And was glad to find him living and walking in golden stores. 
The golden bird of dreams was lying beneath his limbs, 
He prayed Jamorin’s shades to offer Christ his hymns.  
He bartered ale had brought for a certain ring of gold, 
Which bought him land and fame at return when he sold.    35 
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The secret of Indian pearls was no longer hid in the West, 
So hundreds of cages were charmed to catch the best bird at rest.     
 
The parrots of India great were easy believing birds, 
They welcomed one and all and they multiplied soon in herds.  
Not ten years they took to change Kerala a cage, 
When Mamluks did protest they tore them like a page.  
This victory of the guest over hosts in their home, 
Enticed the whole Europe to own the Taj and the Dome. 
The Dutch in Masulipattanam and the Danish in Nicobars, 
Fixed their flags firm controlling the Malabars.      40 
 
The Christian load of the White had entered her Seventeen, 
So full of pubic valor she walked east to queen.  
Some missionaries of Western Church lead her way with Lords, 
And she knocked temples and mosques towering the Indian Gods.  
Swarming one with the other smirked forth then fops, 
And landing ashore in South levered whoever met with sops.  
Most of parrots black were amazed to see them white, 
And adored them godlike full as adores the darkness light.  
The fair priests in robes began converting the Indien men, 
And for money, food and soul converted the Hindus, Muslims and Zen.   45 
 
The padres of the Church and the fops of India East, 
Excelled to thwart fops all as excelled humans once at beast. 
The Company with oily tongue reached the turbaned court, 
And begging to tread with Bangs erected the William Fort. 
The other fops at shores tamed the native slaves, 
Anchored where they willed and reaped the Indian waves. 
The Hugli parrot’s Eilish and the Saline Indian’s Seal, 
Made the fops the crows beaking the other’s weal.  
Portuguese, Dutch and Dane having France and England joined, 
For the golden bird’s bones attacked together combined.     50 
  
Each poked the other’s welt and teased to leave the corn, 
As each did want to rule so each did other scorn.  
A Company cock of East cocked-a-doodle-doo 
Summoned billeting home and made his Fort his zoo.  
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The Christian Doll’s Beauty and the power of Company’s brain, 
Ensnared souls and body salvaging the turban’s pain. 
In Seventeen-Fifty-Seven the Plassey battle they won, 
The Nawab licking dust and the French they made to run.  
Our Persian speaking tongue now trained for English talks, 
Dhoti to pants and kurtas to coats even changed the parrots and cocks.  55 
 
The morsels of the Dark’s began turning to Fair’s dish, 
And their whole day’s wage for buying them meat and fish. 
The jewels of Indian wells filled the Western stores, 
Leaving, we thirsty parrots dying for food in scores. 
The fruits of our trees and crops of our lands, 
All did belong to them and nothing to us but sands. 
They beat our hungry parents or raped our naked wives, 
We saw like nothing seen if seen the naked knives.  
Slave was our body and slave was our soul, 
No parrot was free to save, protect, console.      60 
 
Beggars were better than those who did ‘begaars’ 
For at least they had none to rue at their scars. 
No Hindus, no Muslims, no race, religion, no caste, 
All were simply slaves with a chained future and past. 
For rice they sold their cloth and for bread they sold their wife, 
Food was dearer than all chaste, pride and life. 
The master and the slaves were the only types of men, 
One ruled the other obeyed like the butcher and his hen. 
Our food to their dish and our brides to their bed, 
We served them day and night for a stale piece of bread.    65 
 
From Hugli to the Sindhu and from Ganga to the Sea, 
All houses were empty and fruitless was every tree. 
The famine-stricken Bengal and the plague-stricken Bihar, 
Saw dying men on ground and saw their weeping worried star. 
The land which was ours had gone to fair lords, 
And the food we toiled to grow they snatched through their frauds. 
The rich reached to richer and the poor the poorer more, 
Our homes turning to brothels and our brides the cheaply whore. 
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The Indians and the dogs had to settle at equal rank, 
As the foreigners ruled their homes and the natives to slavery shrank.  70 
 
The cage of turbaned throne preferred the parrots black, 
To chains of Christian lords which never learnt to slack.  
A century of savaged rule said death is better than live, 
Then all parrots combined and revolted chained with peeve.  
The greatest mutiny of World and our First Independent War, 
Failed seeing us dead and crushed with life in bar.  
The Crown of fair fops succeeded the Company’s Seal, 
And the result of Freedom’s dream realized in a ‘butcher’s deal’. 
 
The very name of a butcher is enough to frighten a fowl, 
So did it frighten the parrots and shivered the speaker to prowl.   75 
 
The old parrot’s age having counted in the age, 
Disabled him proceed yet did nod a young succeed. 
The new speaker’s tail trailed tight to hail, 
And the audience parrots nine lingered lulled on line.  
After the formal greetings began the parrot Fat, 
The story of British Raj and the cruelty of the Hat. 
 
Mangal Pandey and his guys and all subalterns at revolt, 
Were hanged to death and shown for the coming revolts to bolt. 
Lakshmi Bai’s death and Kunwar Singh’s hands, 
Daunted parrots caged to dream freedom of Land.     80 
 
The English Crown’s men caged the Mughal throne, 
Smote monarchs of time and chained the parents to moan.  
The great Humayun’s Tomb was mocked to butcher his calves, 
What the Mughals had done to Sikhs they paid them full in halves. 
All the leaders of past and all the leaders to come, 
Were either sent Myanmar or else were set in tomb. 
A team without a leader is a body without the brain, 
So were Indian parrots caged to sing with pain. 
The same shame had turned to the dogs of Indian breed, 
For the gift of loyal service they spoilt their future creed.    85 
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The upper class with land, with money, food and wives, 
As bawds to lords cum gods were safe as drones in hives. 
The poor peasants’ parrots had a Pandora’s box of pox, 
Having never ending problems under either lion or fox.  
 
Their whole day’s toil did fail to fill their plate, 
And still they worked day long pining to sup with mate. 
Male parrots in farms and females working at homes, 
Their boys polished shoes and their girls soothed their foams. 
Instead of wheat and rice they planted indigo, tea, 
And instead of coins for wage they spat on every plea.     90 
 
A black parrot of South was lynched by a white boar, 
For protesting his dame’s rape and denying his sister whore. 
To show the Crown’s power some Indian’s in English cap 
Ravished and devoured his family to crush the fumes of flap. 
The Indians in India by the Indians of equal blood, 
Were crushed beneath the Crown like a pig in filthy mud. 
We the parrots of India divided like German fools, 
As Civilians and Subalterns harassed the other like bulls. 
Obligations to soil and blood and of sweat and motherland, 
Were sold for a job and pledged to save reprimand.      95 
 
Some freedom loving parrots swore to hack their chain, 
And Khudiram Bose in Bihar sowed this holy poly grain.  
His bombarding on Kingsford did turn a hanging noose, 
But his death could teach revolt to the sleepy timid moose. 
The revolting parrots spread in the country all along, 
And trained the bleating rams to sing the freedom’s song. 
All the rabbits and geese set their ears wide, 
And in all dogs’ bark lurked the freedom’s pride. 
The juice of freedom tree became dearer than Indian blood, 
They swore to snatch Swarajya and to sweep Firangis in that flood.           100 
 
The masters and the slaves were against the other’s rule, 
The slaves demanded to master and masters tramped them fool. 
The divide and then rule brand policy was getting now old, 
The Indian parrots were queuing and were pleading for freedom bold. 
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But the masters were also not asleep they chained them, hanged and smashed, 
And to daunt their dream of freedom whomever they caught they lashed. 
In the Jalianwala Bagh once upon thronged simply some thousand men, 
Demanding their leader’s release and criticizing the Crown’s pen. 
The wide welled orchard had its all walls tall,  
With a single simple gate for a small pall to scroll.             105 
 
Unaware of wandering threats the rumbling rams and ewes,  
Unable to face the wolves were simply sharing their views.  
A wolf of English breed and some Indian dogs in arms, 
Charged the bleating lambs devouring without alarms. 
A general of Crown’s flock Mr. Dire with dire force, 
Slapped death to all blocking the door’s course. 
The fury of furious death scattered the crowd of men, 
As scatters dawn the clouds and scatters crops the rain.  
Some died swallowing bullets while some others drowned in well, 
No father, no son, nor friend each died alone like a snail.            110 
 
Never we parrots of Hind had seen such slaughter s in past, 
The frying of innocent ants and the devouring of rams aghast. 
Beasts of forest wild kill the other for food, 
But the civilized Christians called men massacred men at mood. 
  
The saintly parrot’s beaks faded and feathers fell, 
Fearing the foolish Farman – good for nothing like hell. 
The fat parrot’s words choked within his throat, 
And as he failed to tell any more a tall parrot did host. 
The tall parrot’s head were shaven either or bald, 
Shining like silver shells and blazing like fresh emerald.               115 
He looked like a farmer simple, laborious, smart, 
 Tired of tedious toil but never retired at heart.  
In a typical boorish tone he began and others heard, 
The story of Indian peasants and the curses of Crown’s reward. 
  
The slaves of Western Lands were better than Indian Lords, 
For they nothing had lost but self what we lost with shrouds and gods. 
Nothing was ours at home and nothing was ours at farms, 
They owned our wives and corns and ruled our bulls and arms. 
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In the name of Teenkathiya parts they taxed our total yields, 
 And whenever we dared protest they whipped us bare on shields.             120 
 
Fear in every heart had sprouted and grown like a tree, 
In such a large size that we had forgot dreaming to free. 
But our children could bear it not; they adored death better than slaves, 
They killed and crushed and smote the villains like a hero lynching knaves. 
 
Once again the country rose for its freedom from monstrous hawks, 
And replied the English in face to reach London their shocks. 
Blood was on the road and blood was on the walls, 
The black did slit white bones while the white did hush their galls. 
In the midst came a saint - a Fakir, naked with a stick, 
Pleading for Non-violence but flicking to kick like a hick.            125 
 
He promised India free without slitting a throat, 
And thousands followed his back as tail follows a goat. 
This herberian Gujarati goat carved a magical charkha wheel, 
He taught us spin new cloth and deny the industrial mill.  
On foot he went to Dandi and sprouted salt by hands, 
He defied the Western monopoly and denied the industrial brands. 
As himself he had faced the tortures of English brutes 
So he felt the nerves curved and crushes of kicking boots. 
His emphatic and active soul had sores at violent cores, 
He wanted India free but not at slitting or gores.              130 
 
Some say he was Shiva or the incarnation of Lord Ram, 
He was born to beget India with all new songs and psalm. 
His meek bleating roared and could reach hearts and heads, 
When he walked followed trains and when stopped laid beds. 
Unlike Punjabi Singh Bhagat who through his bomb’s heavy blast, 
Had planned to shatter England and the Fops lots aghast.  
A worshipper of Non-violence he was a master of his arts, 
He talked of taking ghee but without curving the darts. 
Where Bhagat, Subhash, Azad and many aspiring youth, 
Swore to kill or die or even accept the both.                       135 
Our great warrior sage with his lean bamboo’s bar, 
Declared the battles won and had not a single scar or char. 
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He begged Indians hands by Non-cooperating the Fops, 
 And thousands and thousands came by renouncing their homes and jobs. 
His spell on Indian males and females, children and old, 
 Was such as his single word was precious than purer gold. 
‘Everything foreign discard’, he asked and roads were full, 
 As all discarded Westerned, as though kidney throwing stool. 
But the Britishers were also not dull and never such easy to crash, 
 They drove ladies unclothed and hushed males with lash.   140 
 
Their hunter and our head when fought brought a lot - lot fear, 
 To both the hitter and hit but more to the wolf than deer. 
Non-violence is a weapon that hits the hitter’s heart, 
 It hurts on the body but spares no heart unhurt.  
The pity of Christian hearts which had yet been sleeping at rest, 
 Aroused in India again and reached then soon to its crest.  
The English looked on Gandhi as Jesus of Modern Church, 
His words they took as holy gospels and his khadi the Freedom’s swatch. 
‘You do or you die’, said Gandhi to his train, 
And his followers like father’s words obeyed what ordered when.           145 
 
The Quit India Movement begot from this faith, 
It brought success to whole but divided the whole’s breath. 
August Nineteen Forty and Seven unshackled our Mother’s arms, 
But un-limbed it into two and destroyed her beauteous charms. 
India and Pakistan having torn Hindustan became two countries at once, 
They said, ‘India divided into two countries with fence’. 
Their Divide and then Rule which had held India slave, 
Now, divided her very limbs, having dug her solemn grave. 
This freedom to Indian fields was costlier than slave’s chain, 
 For it turned the friends – foes and their goodwill into pain.            150 
 
India and Pakistan had their base to divide on caste, 
So in the history of world’s partitions was to stand the first and last. 
All the slaves together who had shared their shackle’s shocks, 
And had fought together for freedom kicked this cock’s mock. 
Some selfish politician’s craft had brought they knew this curse, 
Which divided their heart and soul and did not spare their purse. 
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The Muslims of India and the Hindus of Pakistan, were the most to suffer these 
hacks, 
And like the wanton animals of streets were driven at once in packs. 
‘Hindus must go to India and Muslims be sent to the Pak, 
‘Snatch whatever they have then kick them back or hack’.                      155 
 
Homes were left at back in the hope to build a new afresh, 
But the newness robbed their all purse, dames and flesh. 
This partition was Gandhi’s nod so Godse rewarded him some shot, 
In January `Forty and Eight his body fairly he smote. 
 
But the mere blood of this goat was never enough to cool, 
The flames blazing nations and the burning brothers fool. 
Once what divided does never unite again, 
With all adhesive gums or all stitches’ pain. 
 
The speaking parrot here hushed as the listening parrots did quail, 
Having seen their master stirring and the Sun squelching to hale.                    160 
 
They hailed India being free but (they) wailed still being caged, 
And when compared slavery to freedom were all amazed and dazed. 
The naked man, their master, who was going to sell them all, 
Had a hungry family home left nothing to eat but a howl. 
Everyday their lord to whom they served day-night, 
Howled helling their home and until he paid his debts not allow them sleeping 
quite.  
One of the parrots old who was many a time sold, 
Spread out his tail while breathing out his wail. 
 
I do not know what is freedom if you live hungry and die, 
And for water and shelter and fur day-night you fight and lie.                    165 
 
A millennium in cages has passed and still we all are in cage, 
So let us be once more sold and let him thus earn his wage.  
Tomorrow we’ll all be sold and will go to the worlds unknown, 
So let us all see this world and let’s must see new zone. 
The fair will be the place where we’ll meet again if live, 
After a decade’s half hence-forth and will share whatever receive. 
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All the parrots nine including their old mate, 
Scrupulously to learn the world consented the rendezvous date. 
The man was now ready to carry the parrots west, 
With the Sun along afar until the latter’s rest.                                        170 
 
But lo! Soon the Sun was set and the moon did shine the road, 
But the man was walking fast towards the fair despite his load. 
The fair shrunk at hand before the night was spun, 
So the man sat to rest waiting customers with Sun. 
 
Soon the Sun will rise and soon will customers come, 
So let us we too take rest before we reach new home. 
  
Fish and fowls in fair know nothing about their fate, 
They do not predict their owner nor do not they talk their rate. 
Serving to any who buys or dying their mercy’s blade, 
They obey their master day-night and never they ask who paid.                  175
  
So did our parrots nine had no worry who bought them when, 
And did frolic with merry-mirth and slosh sharing their grain. 
Morning was yet to come and yet to begin the fair, 
It was time to keep things ready and it was time to keep things clear. 
The man did now stir and un-caged the cages nine, 
And opening the cages’ door hung them in a single line.  
Now he opened the larger cage and with care he fetched each fowl, 
And locked them alone separate and gave them each one bowl.  
All the parrots nine were now ready to show their beak, 
Ready to welcome new home and ready to flick and freak.                             180 
 
They looked each at other faring them fare and well, 
Then they looked at their master who did catch them and fed to sell. 
The man was looking around to ensure the parrot’s safe, 
He saw no life stirring nor could see a slouching waif.  
Assuring himself no harm he moved ahead for a sniff, 
But seeing gone beyond appeared the crouching poor thief. 
He looked around surround and found his tort no harm, 
So slouching towards the green he picked a beak of the swarm. 
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The parrots did see his tricks but made no alarms at all, 
For they wanted to see the world and see the world as a whole.                     185 
 
The thief had a chance to choose from them nine, 
But he simply picked the one which first came in the line. 
He picked and ran fast and did not stop till home, 
Where he woke his sleeping kids and did gift them as if Rome. 
The innocent wretched kids with hunger in their eye 
Were happy to have a toy for which did often they cry.  
The Stolen Parrot in cage mixed with dirty boys, 
And accepting his fate like this played them live like toys. 
The lord of the cages soon did bring his face, 
But was amazed to count his wings and abashed on the event’s pace.          190 
 
The Sun already had grown and the fair was soon to grow, 
So he grew his cages eight and spread them in double row. 
Some peasants with their oxen and some butchers with their mate, 
Were bargaining in one side and were deciding their cattle’s rate. 
Friends of these farmers were no longer of any use, 
So they wanted to rid them off and drink that money with brews.  
For cultivating farms and lands tractors were easy and cheap, 
And the thrashers and crushers and all did better harvest, crush and sweep. 
Laborers – men or animals were good for nothing at all, 
So animals must be sold and the laborers must see toll.                       195 
 
Idleness in India sitting and eating the rot, 
For animals have at least price but humans have got it naught.  
All are ready to work but work is there no more, 
So this idleness is the worst and worse than getting bore. 
The oxen were all sold and the sellers now went in bars, 
For drinking toddy or wine and washing their clumsy stars.  
In the other corner came a band of beauteous dames, 
With full of powdered face and the body full of gems. 
They were happy for not know what and were buying whatever saw well, 
They believed in living with mirth and trusted no Heaven no Hell.          200 
A quarter of them were married and spinsters remaining the rest, 
Not because were they ascetic but because they enjoyed thus best.  
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Buying whatever they liked they passed the parrots’ cage, 
And looking the beauteous green they bought one cute with craze. 
One of them who was single and a little chubby, pretty and sweet, 
Decided to own the fowl and enjoy her gaps with his tweet.  
The remaining parrots seven blinked on his fair luck, 
And fared him well together to fare fairly like a chuck. 
No sooner had the dames passed than appeared some college guys, 
They bought two parrots at once as a token of their prize.            205 
 
One of the band of boys was soon to fly abroad, 
And was bound to move Australia to thicken his academic load.  
He picked a parrot of two as a companion in foreign land, 
A friend away from friends and a memory of the native sand. 
The other parrot remained in the group remaining behind, 
And was taken to their hostel where lives the country’s mind. 
The peasants were now full and were coming out of the bar, 
Staggering, stuttering nonsense getting down planes and driving out a car. 
One of the peasants proposed to have a parrot if not ox, 
To chatter and elapse the day and to engage their family and folks.            210 
 
From the money of oxen sold peasants did buy the wings, 
To amuse them instead of work and to feel them slaves turned kings.  
A saint wandering by at once did stop to see,  
The parrots being sold in cage and the cage being sold for free. 
Priests, parrots and page are priced for pretty prose, 
They live to live on love or die with living dose. 
The saint did choose the best from the remaining parrots rest, 
A partner to his income and in expenses a mere guest. 
The Sun in the sky and the men on the Earth, 
Were ready to move now home and anxious to see their hearth.           215 
 
But the seller of the parrots was still standing meek, 
With a doubt laden head for his spared wings and beak. 
Divided in his mind he pondered if wait or go, 
For he still had parrots three which he need to sell or throw. 
After looking once about he peeped within his pocks, 
And rattling the coins and notes he mocked to shock his locks.  
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Half of his master’s loan was double than all he had, 
And half of the same was must to keep him fed and clad. 
His fathers in servitude had passed their nights and day, 
And his sons would serve eternity if do not his loans repay.                     220 
 
Life without food, and water, shelter and cloth, 
Is hell on mother Earth and trivial than flies and moth. 
He chose to see his home after selling his parrots three, 
And first to buy him food and next to think being free. 
The day was almost off and so were off all men, 
Now he too had need pack fowls and look for some rest and grain. 
Wandering about the ground he noticed a temple at hand, 
And decided at once to pass his night on the holy land.  
The priest of the temple was generous man at heart, 
He offered him food for night and also before they part.                     225 
 
The owner of the fowls looked at his gems, 
Three within the cage were napping above their stems. 
One of them was old and too old to be sold, 
He had lived his life in full and would hardly live next cold. 
 
‘This parrot he must gift to the priest and his holy place’, 
He thought and blinked twice while scanning the parrot’s face. 
The second parrot he glanced was too tender and short, 
Who hardly would survive new home than company of kids and court.  
This parrot must go my home and help me trap his kins, 
He blinked and blessed him life and named him Future Prince.           230 
 
The only parrot left he hoped would bring some price, 
He smiled and dropped at once for the loss of a two-third-thrice. 
He fed himself and his birds and slept to wake up amorn, 
For he still had need earn more or be ready to earn home’s scorn. 
In the morning before he stirred stirring had began on the road, 
And a procession had stopped near temple unburdening the commoners’ load. 
A leader had soon arrived for the blessings of Shiva, the Lord, 
To contest the local bounds and rule his voters’ chord.  
A parrot was his brand and a parrot he saw alike, 
Which was roting the slogans aloud and louding his generous strive.          235 
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‘This parrot he must buy at whatever price he be sold’, 
He paid his master and owned his living comrade bold. 
No reason the master now had in delaying to see his home, 
So he lifted and gifted the priest his parrot in cage with an Oum. 
The old parrot was content to be in that solitude, 
In the company of a holy man sans lewd, prude and rude.  
He was nearest to the fair so easily to keep his words, 
To meet the parrots parted having seen the different worlds. 
He would wait for his mates and would see the world in their eyes, 
And would also tell what he sees between this open Earth and Skies.         240 
 
The master of the parrots took his way back home, 
With the Future Prince on back and his money beneath his chrome.  
The Future Prince was young but intelligent, smart and gay, 
He chose to see the world from where did his master stay.  
His master was a slave to a rude inhuman man, 
Who was worse than Satan on Earth and a curse on Freedom’s span. 
In a free state of India he ruled an innocent soul, 
And called his borrowers dogs or working ass or mule. 
He would see what is freedom in a free country of age, 
Where everyone is slave for either nights or days.             245 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Caged Parrots is a long narrative poem stating the conditions of the country: India.  Prologue 

to the Caged Parrots is an introduction or a gateway to the poem The Caged Parrots. It begins the poem 

with the glimpses of the past and opens the door to welcome the present. It introduces the nine parrots who 

are to tell the tales of the conditions of the country in a poetic language. The Prologue is the preamble or 

the heart of the poem. It sketches the plan for the original poem and states its ideal in brief. The poem runs 

into 245 couplets bearing the rhyme scheme as aa, bb, cc, ….  
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Green Desert! 
Rettavayal S Krishnaswamy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I writhe in pain as if a skinned snake, 
Even after a good showers I feel stinking, 
After a heavy meal I feel hungry, 
Inside the heavy walls and 
In the company of commandoes 
I feel insecure, 
I'm in my full attire yet I feel nude, 
I'm educated on anything and everything 
Yet I feel ignorant to the core, 
I'm in a planet of a seven billion 
Yet I feel all alone, 
I know atleast a language from each 
Continent yet I talk to none for anything 
I'm the modern Midas 
Blessed with everything but for peace 
Am I not a green desert? 
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Life of a Woman 

Dr. B. Madhavi Latha 
The only girl child of the house, 
With three brothers to pamper and love. 
Nothing seemed better than the childhood, 
With the blessings showered by the God. 
 
But, then comes a turmoil, 
Sending my dad on to sick bed. 
The man who gave me love and everything, 
Making my childhood cheerful and bright. 
Now, there he lies calm and quiet. 
 
Realizing what I lost, 
I take a pledge to reach the hight 
To keep his name and fame, 
I pursue my doctorate. 
 
Then comes another storm, 
A life partner in disguise. 
Unable to unveil the mask, 
I fall prey to his deceitful trap, 
Only to be destitute and solitude. 
 
Going down the memory lane, 
I remember the beautiful orchard, 
All filled in colorful blossoms. 
Now devoid of flowers and blossoms,  
There it stands dry and barren, 
As if to say this is our fate. 
 
Cheated, I cry in pain, 
My tears rolling in vain. 
Kicking in fury I ask, 
Who's done the mistake? 
Should I yield and give up 
For being a weaker gender? 
 
Refraining to be weak and sink, 
I take a big stride 
On to a foreign land 
For a bright future in career. 
For sure, I'm doing right, 
And start my life afresh. 
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The Fallen Temple 
                                                                                             Manjula Saikumar 

 
 
 
 
 
 
There is no god in the fallen temple 
No one is ringing the bell------------- 
The voice of the conch was not heard 
But still priest is there waiting for god 
 
There is no god in the fallen temple 
The snakes are dancing 
The elephant is doing pooja 
 But priest is waiting for the light of the god 
 
There is no god in the fallen temple 
Birds are chirping, 
It’s like veda mantras 
But priest is standing alone to know the truth 
 
There is  no god in the fallen temple 
The sun rays is falling   
The sun flowers have opened their eyes to look at god 
But still priest is waiting for the grace of god 
 
Suddenly------------ temple bells were ringing 
A voice called the priest 
Almighty graced------------- 
The soul of the priest reached the god----- 
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A Conch’s Blank Verse 
Mashook Rahman 

 
 
 
 
Mind is in haste even in silence 
Fingers hit the keys blindly, 
Pain flows in penance! 
 
In a deep meditating mind 
A faint mirage of truth murmurs 
Wild black bats in a broad day light 
Haunts the mind in the reverse! 
It’s a hard back stroke in the shallow sea 
It’s a rain shadow and a wind in the lee 
 
Oh my soul! Talk to me once 
Life rhymes in lies and plays with pun 
Let me free from the thread I’m spun 
Break the image and let truth run 
 
It’s a conch’s blank verse 
That hides nothing but all 
It’s a hunch back snail 
That fears to walk tall 
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The Unexpected 
Dr. N. Mehar Taj 

 
 
Happy were those days 
Blessed were the ways; 
When I, the fruit of love 
Grew to be above. 
 
 
I did see the blank walls 
Of my mother's womb; 
I did hear the soft calls 
Of the plant on which I bloomed. 
 
 
Sweet kisses and caresses 
Showered night and day; 
Low whispers and sounds 
Had kept me awake. 
 
 
The long awaited hours 
Were driven to a close; 
The unexpected happened 
And I disheartened. 
 
 
 
There were lots to hear 
from very near and dear; 
"The boy earns the bread 
the girl would be to dread." 
 
 
Then I, the fruit of love 
The patient little dove; 
Squirmed like a worm 
Hard to breathe in turn. 
I let my heart to rent 
With no means to prevent; 
Heaved the final breath 
Strangled myself to death. 
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Stop those little kills 
Make our wishes fulfill; 
Or forget the greed of lust 
To stop your breed from dust. 
 
 
For we the fruits of love 
will grow beyond and above 
the boys who win the bread 
there’s nothing for you to dread. 
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Kudos  
Naveen Kumar Kottidi 

 

 

 

She walks in grace and grandeur  

Of a queen with a sheen 

 

Stands tall, the topless tower Burj  

Of Dubai, in work and worth 

 

Seeks truth, speaks heart, but  

Spares not spoilt brats' sorcerer tricks 

 

Rocking and rollicking laughter  

Lighting up the weary souls 

 

Architecting the destinies, a daVinci  

Of coding and decoding 

 

Enchantress of exquisite melodies  

Of Krishnaic Geetha 

 

Mesmerising the megalithic varna  

Through megaphonic metallic mantra 

 

Blessed those learnt thy art  

Of awed angelic tantra 
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When New Become Old 
Dr. Nipun Chaudhary 

 
Death of one’s own creates deep sorrow 
Almighty hands of whom life can’t borrow 
People pass by stop for some time 
See that paused face and feel somehow sublime. 
 
 
Natives of one crossed the era divided 
Why weep for him whose old age avoided 
Youth could be gracious blood could be warm 
But soon it will vanish skin lose its charm. 
 
 
Elders are to love and not to ignore 
Quarters of time grow you also more 
Thoughts come from mind makes life easy 
Why argue always you are very busy. 
 
 
When you were naked and they full of energy 
Nappies of yours never gave them allergy 
Walking feet of yours they never restrained 
Strength is of theirs which your legs gained. 
 
 
Stop, talk and sing a song 
Take a stroll taking them along 
Your song might soothe them 
Your words might calm them.  
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Storm 
Padmini Boruah 

 
 
 
 
The dust settles; 
Tired of whipping, scalding, scorching lives. 
Rid of fire 
Rid of fuel 
An ebbing gale, spent 
Kindling no more the desert storm. 
 
 
From beyond the horizon 
Hobbles in a timid morn 
Flushed 
Reddened 
By the scars of the fiery dust 
Stoking no more the hapless dawn. 
 
 
The torrent follows 
Violent squalls bursting at the seams 
Gasping 
Gurgling 
Let loose from a heaving sky 
Drowning the rage of flaming noons. 
 
 
Buds unmindful, unravel 
Push past green armed sentinels 
Uncaring 
Undimmed 
Daring to display their lusty vibrant colours 
Atop a bed of mossy green, under a turquoise sky. 
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My dear, dear, dear, D… 
M. G. Priya 

 
 
 
 
How often have I seen you, waiting by the shades, 
waiting, just to see me pass by; 
How often have I observed you, at the temple gates,  
waiting for a glimpse of mine; 
 
 
 How often have I seen you, a shadow at my window, 
waiting for a fleeting glance; 
How often have I felt your cold, cold breath,  
close, so close to me; 
 
 
How often have I heard, the rustle of your beard, 
close, so close to my cheeks; 
How often have I heard, at my door your feet, 
waiting, just waiting for me; 
 
 
How often, how often, how often, … 
come, my champion, my knight, 
On your chariot bright, 
and take me away to your land of no-land; 
 
 
Take me away with you, 
far, far, away… 
Away to your land,  
where you shall be the king, and I, your Queen… 
 
                                                             
My dear, dear, dear, Death, 
Come, take me away, forever and forever… 
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Conch shell! Oh Conch Shell! 
Dr. Rachana Rastogi 

 

 

 
Conch Shell! Oh Conch Shell! 
Icon of purity, 
Emblem of chastity,  
Witness of serenity, 
Thunder of oceanic vigor- 
Charisma Of vitality, 
Dissolve in your semblance. 
 
Conch Shell! Oh Divine Conch Shell 
About the quietude of deep marine, 
Do you have a mystery to reveal? 
Personification of lord “Vishnu” 
Embodiment of goddess “Maha-Luxmi” 
Your magnetism allures me. 
 
 Conch Shell! Oh Celestial Conch Shell! 
Blow the tone of concord, 
Harmony & tranquility are your symphony,  
Blow the heavenly chord, 
Propel love and warmth, 
Let the violence be quenched; 
Spread the message of peace, 
With your majestic tone  
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IT Mother  - Ruled By A Mouse 

Dr. Rama Krishnasayee 
 
 
Have you seen a young man, with soft brown eyes, curly hair, 

A lost look on his face, with hunched shoulders, 

An empty smile, growling stomach unshaven beard, 

With a helmet and heavy shoulder bag ??? 

yes….he is the son of the soil, the IT boy 

Lost to the information technology world 

Mothers   of the world, here is the clarion call 

For the battle of wits-the pink collar against the mouse 

The son of the soil, youth of the country, 

Have sold their ‘souls’ to the IT world and mighty mouse…… 

They work 24x7, for what avail no one knows, 

They work when others sleep and sleep when others work, 

They eat when none eat, and sleep when others eat, 

Their day is night and night is day, 

They laugh, share, talk, chat, game 

With an empty active screen- the Monitor and Mighty Mouse, 

This infamous screen, screens them from the rest of the world. 

A world of human beings, parents, siblings, relatives, 

Who are W-rhetoric-‘   Wanting, Waiting, Willing’ 

To have their turn when the mouse is gone 

Every IT mom waits and waits endlessly 

Till Doomsday, thinking the next day 

Would be a better day than today……all for what??? 

Hoping her son or daughter would spend some time with her. 

Eat a proper meal, if not square , any shape, 

Smile a simple genuine smile 

Give a spontaneous hug and a kiss on her cheek 

Be relaxed, not too tired, or drained to listen to a song, 

She   waits for attention, to heat lunch or dinner far beyond normal times. 

The Mighty Mouse to you, we have lost a lot, 
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Girls have lost their beauty, complexion, weight and health, 

Look fashionable, trendy but ugly, 

No natural looks, only powder and pancakes, 

Lotions, creams and make-up miracles 

Boys have lost ‘more’ for they care not about looks, 

They have become abnormal and cannot gel… 

With anyone but a fellow GEEK 

Whither do we go, in the IT world??? 

We have lost everything …to the Mighty Mouse. 

From sun rise to sun-set, summer to winter, 

Natural beauty to make-ups, no natural hair to multi- coloured, 

No smiles but a toothy-grin, 

No eye-brow but an arched brow 

No good food only stale fast food, 

No father, mother, sibling relative count, 

The count is Vitamin–M, material assets, and 

Endless hours, ruled by the Mouse, 

Although the world is in their finger-tip 

It is the tip of the ice-berg, where, 

Mankind is doomed, in the battle of life, 
This is IT, fixing-fixing human beings for life imprisonment 

A dedication to IT mothers and wives 
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Neighbours 

 Sahaya Restina James 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Came to a place where no one alike 
Wanted to be someone for everyone 
Every single day of exchanges 
Made each day worth being 
A shoulder, a guard and pacifier 
Jealousy and envy found its way 
A weak heart could not take its stay 
Silence was the word it could speak 
Thinking of the hurts the tongue could make 
Suppressing emotions needed a vent 
Burst of tears and cries 
Understood by none  
Left everything empty again 
No one for anyone  
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Better Half 

Dr. Rizwana Banu 
 

 

 

 

You Are The Better Half! 

You think she is the one to feel, 

You know she is weak in physique, 

You believe she is dependent on you, 

Is she the better half? 

You treat her your equal, 

You discuss business and presentations with her, 

You heed her intuition, 

You share your trust, 

Do you still think she is the better half? 

She cares for you, 

She nurtures your dreams and aspirations, 

She bears your thoughts each day, 

She keeps company all times, 

Tell me then, Who is the better half? 
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Love 
Sarmistha Roy 

 

 

The autumn leaves still bring 

Awe in the eyes, 

Words on the lips. 

Amid the debris of the city 

Inside the crushed body 

Rises up love. 

 

The palms still carry the crescent moon, 

The roof's still lonely on a lazy noon; 

Still green is the moss 

On the skull of the bricks. 

Still curious are those innocent eyes. 

 

When the heart yells, 

It too becomes a melody 

Flowing in the air. 

Love flows down the maniac dreams 

Of the lunatic lover. 

 

The weary march of the tired faces 

Still look for the lost blue sky; 

The hawker still sells the paper larks 

With them free is their pain for never flying. 

 

In the rough draft of the poems 

Some colours are still left with some hopes. 

Finally, love comes home to you and me 

In this mundane world of ours.      
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A love letter……. 
Dr. Sujata Priyadarshini Patnaik 

 

 

 

My Friend, 
You held my hand and promised; we will grow old together. 
Your steaming tea cup every morning; made my day germane and recurrent. 
And we often, walked our talk hundreds of miles together. 
 
 
Now you say; growth is predict and post-dictum change.  
My culture is outraged in frustration and futility. 
 My Pleasure now shrouded in pangs of hunger and sensuality. 
The tradition has again married my style. 
 
 
Come my soul mate, find few more friends. 
We will watch the last sun set, 
And once again home another planet, 
Await we will another new dawn and date. 
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To A Swinging Mind 
Dr. Uday Navalekar 

 

 

 

 

Setting Mother Earth swings in two extremes 

Sun and glorious dawn; 

Mind too swings in two extremes 

Buried past and future unborn! 

 

Waxing and waning of the moon like a swing  

Tranquility and storm, extreme point of another 

Swing! 

Joy and grief, laughter and tear, hope and despair 

Is it not like a swing? 

 

Swing not to the dead past but bright future. 

Haunt me no more! 

Let the past buried forever 

For I crave for peace within-without 

Wonder, if you are a blessing or curse! 

 

Swing not at all, oh! Mind, like cradle 

Endlessly  rocking. 

 

Be constant and steady as a pole star 

As a man with passion- spent 

And if at all you must swing 

Then swing not to the dead past at all 

But to glorious visions of future 

Dancing into my eye! 
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A Suicide Note 
E. Vishnupriya 

 
 
 I am called Democracy 
You see! 
I stand naked  
in bruised body 
blue, black, violet. 
Scars and marks  
A torn flesh  
I stand 
 
in conscious fear 
realized I, 
I am stripped off 
My vision and thought. 
 
Suddenly I’m draped 
rewrapped 
Again a bride I become 
Decked in meaningless manifestations 
 
coaxing lies 
convincing tales 
staged  
act by act 
 
For the people 
By the people 
To the people 
 
My battles are fought. 
 
Why? A suicide note, now? 
People! Whoever you are 
Me. nothing to you-my death? 
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Under scandalous canopy 
A disgrace too nothing 
Death/self killing/assassination 
Of mine 
A disgrace of acceptance 
 
I am not draped lies 
But shall be autopsied truth- 
A case study 
 
My words bear my destiny 
I’m born with a cause 
So shall be my death 
For a cause. 
 
I shall not fear 
doomed or decayed, 
can live my death in promising future. 
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Poet Profiles 

 
 
D. Ambika works as an Assistant Professor in the Department of English at Erode Sengunthar 
Engineering College. She presented 7 papers in the national and 3 papers in the international 
conferences, she published 2 international journals. At present, she is pursuing her Ph.D. 

Dr. Anjuli Jain is an Associate Professor (Soft Skills, Business Ethics & Business 
Communication), Department of Management Studies at MANIT Bhopal. She is the author of 
an anthology ‘Spontaneous Outpourings’. She is a free lance writer and has published several 
articles in various newspapers like The Times of India, The Economic Times etc. 

M. Balamurugan is an active learner of English who is working as an Assistant Professor of 
English in E.G.S.Pillay Arts and Science College at Nagapattinam. 

Debashish Banerji has a doctoral degree in Art History and is the dean of academic affairs at the 
University of Philosophical Research in Los Angeles. He is also an adjunct faculty in Art 
History at the Pasadena City College and a Research Scholar at the California Institute of 
Integral Studies, San Francisco. 

Debjani Sanyal is an Assistant Professor in Camellia School of Engineering & Technology, 
Barasat, Kolkata since 2008.She published a number of research papers in refereed International 
Journals and presented papers in international and national conferences. Her area of interest is 
ELT. She has over 11 years of teaching experience. 

Dibyajyoti Sarma is a PhD scholar, who has published papers on Indian Writing in English and 
Queer Theory also he is the senior copy editor with a national daily a creative writer, who has 
published short stories and poems in various journals.  

Dr. Divya Joshi is an Associate Professor in the Department of English, Govt. Dungar College, 
Bikaner. Her areas of interest include Indian Aesthetics and Philosophy. She also writes short 
stories and poetry. 

Dr. Gulfishaan Habeeb is Associate Professor of English, Directorate of Distance Education  at  
Maulana Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad. She has been awarded UGC Major 
Research Project on “Literature and Environment: An Ecocritical Approach.” Her areas of 
interest include creative writing. 

Hiltrud Dave Eve is an active practitioner of English language teaching for the under graduate 
and post graduate students. She has been teaching for the past 9 years. She is interested in 
teaching through technology. 

Jane Mercy D, Assistant Professor of English, Sarah Tucker College, Tirunelveli, is interested 
in nature and poetry. She gets her inspiration from nature. She has published articles and 
presented papers in national and international conferences. 

Dr. Jitendra Kumar Mishra is a distinguished poet, researcher and academician. He is the 
author of the book “A Companion to Communication Skills in English: A Practical Approach 
to Improving Pronunciation”.  At present he is working as an English teacher in Jawahar 
Navodaya Vidyalaya, MHRD, Govt. of India.  
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Rettavayal S Krishnaswamy is a teacher by profession but a peace activist and an 
environmentalist by passion. His thoughts are a treasure for the present and future generations. 

Madhavi Latha is a Doctorate in English Literature, qualified in CELTA with over 13 years of 
post doctoral teaching experience in teaching English for Technical students. Currently 
working as Associate Professor, Majmaah University, Al  Majmaah , Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 
K.S.A. 

Manjula Saikumar  is an  Assistant Professor of English working at Dhaanish Ahmed college of 
engineering, Chennai  She has been attended many seminars and workshops and published 
many research articles. She also conducted workshops and her areas of interest is creative 
writing,  

Mashook Rahman is the editor of edu-tech magazines released by ICT Academy of Tamil 
Nadu. He has penned two songs for AR Rahman. He was an Asst.Prof, English since 2007-13. 

Dr. N. Mehar Taj works as an Associate Professor in the Department of English of Justice 
Basheer Ahmed Sayeed College for Women, Chennai. She has completed her Doctoral 
Programme at the Centre for South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Madras. Her 
area of specialization is American Literature 

Naveen Kumar. K works as an Assistant Professor at Chaitanya Bharathi Institute of 
Technology, Hyderabad. He is a passionate bilingual poet, writes in English and Telugu. His 
areas of interest are ELT, literature and Education Technology.  He is also interested in short 
fiction and translation. 

Dr. Nipun Chaudhary is an Assistant Professor in NIIT University, Neemrana, Rajasthan. He 
did his Ph. D. from the University of Rajasthan (Jaipur). His areas of research are Indian 
Literature in Narration, Communication and Soft Skills, Language Changes in Modern 
Scenario and Creative writing in Short Fiction.  

Padmini Boruah, PhD, is Associate Professor in the Department of ELT, Gauhati University. 
She is interested in ELT methodology, stylistics, materials development and research projects, 
and also enjoys writing poetry. 

M. G. Priya, Assistant Professor (Senior Grade), Department of English, Amrita University, 
Coimbatore, teaches English for B Tech as well as Arts & Science. Her literary interest includes 
Poetry, and Spiritual Writing.  

Dr. Rachna Rastogi is Assistant Professor in Applied Sciences and Humanities department of 
GLA University. She received her Ph.D. from the University of Rohilkhand in 2002 and 
recognized for her work in the areas of incorporating cultural discussions in ELT classrooms. 
With 8 years of experiences she has published 20 papers in national and International Journals. 
She is guiding Research Scholar in the field of Cultural Diaspora. 
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Dr. Rama Krishnasayee, is a Triple Post-Graduate in English, Education and Psychology with a 
Doctorate in English, an Academician with more than thirty years of experience in the 
Teaching of the English Language.  A former school teacher of Kendriya Vidyalaya, Principal 
of  a leading school of Chennai  which secured State Ranks during her tenure and recipient of 
Best Teacher award twice, and Best Principal Award and winner of several prizes for debates , 
creative writing, music and dance. She, currently is the Professor and Head of the Department 
of Foreign Languages, Hindustan University Chennai, 
 
Sahaya Restina James is a Language Lab Instructor at Department of English, Holy Cross 
College (Autonomous) Tiruchirappalli. She is an enthusiastic educator with nearly 6 years’ 
experience fostering a cohesive student learning atmosphere.  
 
Dr. Rizwana  Banu is an Assistant Professor of English, J.B.A.S.College forWomen,Chennai-
600018.She has 16 years of experience in teaching at the graduate and postgraduate level. She has 
participated in several national and international conferences and workshops on language and 
literature and presented papers. 
 
Sarmistha Roy is a Research Scholar from Tripura University. She has completed MA in 
Linguistics from JNU, New Delhi and MA in English from EFLU, Hyderabad. She is an art-
enthusiast. 

Dr. Sujata Priyadarshini Patnaik is presently working as Professor in the Dept. of English 
under Centurion University, Odisha. Her area of research is “English Language Teaching and 
Training in multi-lingual class.” 

Dr Uday Navalekar is a principal of Abasaheb Parvekar CollegeYavatmal. He did his PhD on 
Native American Literature. He has won Rotary Foundation International Educational Award 
in 2000 and visited many colleges in the USA, Canada, Thailand and India. He has organized 
world conference, seminars and workshops. He has completed minor research project on Oral 
Tradition. He is a chief editor of Scholars' Vision, bi-annual national journal and editor of 
Entire Research, national journal. 

E. Vishnupriya lives in Bangalore. Bougainvillea is her first collection of English poems 
published by Cyberwit.net. Her poems were also published in Muse India, Poetry Quarterly, 
Contemporary Literary Review India, Best Poems encyclopedia.com, Poetry.Com.  

 

  

 
 
 
 

 

 


